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Kambi Group plc acquires esports data and odds provider Abios

Addition of market-leading esports company enables Kambi to capitalise on exciting global 
opportunities presented by growing vertical

Kambi Group plc has acquired global esports specialists Abios in a deal which transforms Kambi 
into a leading provider of esports products and services as it seeks to capitalise on the emerging 
opportunities within this rapidly growing vertical. The agreement consists of an initial 
consideration of SEK150m, paid in cash, with up to SEK120m to be paid in earnouts related to 
product development and the future revenue performance of Abios.

Founded in Stockholm in 2013, Abios is a B2B esports company which provides data, odds and 
visualisation services to industry operators including Kindred Group, LeoVegas Group and 
Pinnacle Sports, as well as major technology companies such as Microsoft. Its services are 
delivered by approximately 40 staff members based in Stockholm and Manila.

In 2020, Abios generated revenue of SEK18m and, following the acquisition, will continue to 
provide products and services to both Kambi and non-Kambi customers, in turn broadening the 
Group’s revenue streams and expanding Kambi’s reach into new business areas.

Spearheaded by CEO Oskar Fröberg and CTO Anton Janér, both of whom will remain in their 
leadership roles following the acquisition, Abios is a major player in the esports landscape, driven 
by its in-house data management and technology, as well as its deep knowledge and passion for 
esports.

The combination of these valuable capabilities will enable Kambi to offer a best-in-class esports 
product and expedite Abios’ growth, and is fully aligned with Kambi’s strategy to integrate 
specialised high-tech trading units into its modularised platform.

The esports wagering market is on a steep growth trajectory and is projected to double in size by 
2025, representing an important future revenue stream for Kambi given the current and latent 
opportunity in Europe and the United States, respectively.

Kristian Nylén, Kambi Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder said: “The esports category has long 
been under careful consideration by Kambi and we now feel it’s the opportune moment to take the 
next step and build out our capability in what is a vertical of great global potential. In Abios, we 
gain the esports DNA we keenly sought, and which complements the heritage and experience we 
already possess in sports betting.

“Oskar and Anton have built a fantastic team that knows what it takes to succeed in esports and I’
m excited to not only see the Abios business grow, but also what the integration of Abios to Kambi’
s modular platform will bring to esports betting in the future.”
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Oskar Fröberg, Abios Chief Executive Officer said: "Having built a strong relationship over many 
years, we believe Kambi to be the optimal partner for Abios. Not only do they trust in our people 
and capabilities, but we share the same values and long-term vision. The opportunity in esports is 
compelling as ever and we look forward to exchanging knowledge with Kambi and adding their 
experience and muscle power to our entrepreneurial nature.”

For further information, please contact:

Mia Nordlander
SVP Investor Relations
Mia.Nordlander@kambi.com
Mobile: +44 (0) 7850 910 933
Office: +44 203 318 6279

About Kambi

Kambi is a provider of premium sports betting services to licensed B2C gaming operators. Our 
services encompass a broad offering from front-end user interface through to odds compiling, 
customer intelligence and risk management, built on an in-house developed software platform. 
Kambi’s 30-plus customers include ATG, Churchill Downs Incorporated, Kindred Group, LeoVegas, 
Penn National Gaming and Rush Street Interactive. Kambi employs more than 900 staff across 
offices in Malta (headquarters), Australia, Philippines, Romania, Sweden, the UK and the United 
States.

Kambi utilises a best of breed security approach and is ISO 27001 and eCOGRA certified. Kambi 
Group plc is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market under the symbol "KAMBI".

The Company's Certified Advisor is Redeye AB.
Certifiedadviser@redeye.se
Tel: +46 (0) 8 121 576 90

This information is information that Kambi Group plc is obliged to make public pursuant to the EU 
Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency of the 
contact persons set out above, at 2021-08-24 18:25 CEST.
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